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ABSTRACT: This new concept called O’Bellx® combines the recent improvements from the DaisyBell® 
project with the advantages of a static gas system. Based on a completely autonomous technical 
modulus, it allows new capabilities such as very light foundations, easy helicopter transportation without 
ground operators, removability during summer and/or for maintenance operations…. This improves some 
current drawbacks of settled systems in addition to usual advantages such as all weather and all time 
operating, remote control and efficiency. This combination of DaisyBell® and Gazex® appears like the 
new compromise in the field of artificial triggering of snow avalanches. Particularly adapted for isolated 
paths, it answers also to currently growing requirements for nature and environment. The first prototype 
shows the feasibility of this new concept and several new systems will be in use during next winter in the 
Alps before a worldwide availability. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
As most avalanches take also place in wonderful 
sceneries, protection systems should become 
more and more environment-friendly. If safety 
remains obviously the priority number one, there 
are also possibilities for still efficient solutions 
but taking more into account nature and 
mountains. To fulfill this objective, a new 
compact device is being developed in France, 
combining necessary safety requirements with a 
new conceptual approach for gas systems. 
Coming directly from DaisyBell® (Berthet-
Rambaud and others 2008), the main idea was 
to use it more as a completely autonomous but 
static system including all equipments than for its 
helicopter-borne mobility: by this way, this  does 
not need anymore separated reserves 
installations and explosion structures connected 
by pipes. So, less interfaces with the site and 
snow mean finally less constraints and easier 
exploitation. Secondly, the quasi-vertical 
development of the explosion to the snowpack 
induces mainly vertical reaction that could be 
simply compensated by gravity: O’Bellx® is free 
to jump on its supporting mast so that very small 
tension forces are applied to the ground at 
explosion: depending on soils, it is even possible  
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to install this without concrete, simply on anchor 
bars. In addition, as it is only set on its mast, the 
system becomes easily removable without direct 
human action: a specific automatic hook is 
foreseen to allow direct removability operation by 
helicopter for easy maintenance in the valley and 
to preserve the landscape beauty during 
summer.   

 
2.  KEYPOINTS 
 
The basic keypoint of a gas system to trigger 
artificially avalanches is to obtain the most 
homogeneous and explosive mixture from 
separated gas before ignition and explosion 
(Schippers 1992). At the same time, the 
explosion needs to be controlled with a 
sufficiently and correctly dimensioned structure. 
On these aspects, O’Bellx® takes advantages of 
the last DaisyBell® improvements using the 
same injection and explosion system. 
This one has been deeply tested and studied 
from exhaustive CFD / FEA analysis performed 
in cooperation with Renuda UK (Tonello and 
Berthet-Rambaud 2009): the final ‘’mixing-
spreading’’ gas system has been defined to 
ensure that the metallic conic explosion chamber 
is correctly filled by a simultaneous injection of 
oxygen and hydrogen with optimal ratio and 
correct dilution. Using an industrial mixer made 
of successive spirals, the geometry of the 
spreader was then introduced in the numerical 
model to evaluate the behavior and interaction 
between initial air and gas. From successive 
CFD simulations, the distribution and size of 
holes were finally defined: the main challenge 
was finally to convert initial high speed gas flows 
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from 200 bars bottles into the best progressive 
filling from the top and to avoid external 
leakages. Thanks to this new core, the systems 
gains a 30 to 40 % efficiency with less gas so 
that only one hydrogen bottle is now necessary 
to obtain until 60 shots ! 
 

 
 
Figure 1: View of the mixer-spreader system 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: CFD simulations of the gas injection 
outside of the ‘’mixer-spreader’’ system  
 

In addition, CFD was used in conjunction with 
measurements to evaluate stresses on the 
explosion chamber: made of high-tensile 4mm 
thick steel, this almost 2 meters high cone is 
directly subjected to explosion ignition and initial 
development of the blast to the ground. For the 
safety study, a worst-case scenario was 
postulated in which the device is filled with 
stoichiometric H2-O2 and detonations are ignited 
by sufficient power. To combine a reasonable 
turnaround with a high accuracy, a three-species 
detonative combustion model was developed. 
With this hypothesis, it was then possible to 
simulate the formation and propagation of 
detonation waves in the device, and to calculate 
the resulting structural stresses using general, 
commercial CFD and FEA software. 
Contour plots of the pressure field at different 
times (from left to right and top to bottom) are 
shown in Fig. 3 below. 
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Figure 3.  Computed pressure field at different 
instants in time. 

 
The contours plots show that a stable, 
progressively planar Chapman-Jouguet 
detonation wave is established, which 
propagates towards the open end of the cone.  
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After 800 µs, the detonation reaches the outlet 
plane, reactions are quenched and a blast wave 
diffracts at the edges of the cone into the 
surrounding air. 
Pressure loadings were then extracted from the 
CFD simulations, tabulated, and used to 
compute the mechanical loads on the system.  
Fig. 4 below shows a series of pressure traces 
along the cone at different times and, for 
reference, the theoretical values for a planar CJ 
detonation.  The calculated 3D pressure profiles 
further indicate that the detonation is similar to a 
planar, CJ detonation, with higher maximum 
pressures due to the reflections at the wall. 
 

Figure 4. Computed pressure traces along the 
cone surface. 

 
 
Time histories of pressure at fixed positions on 
the cone surface were also extracted and used 
as boundary conditions for the FEA calculations.  
Results of these simulations are shown in Fig.5 
below. 
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Figure 5.  Contours of von Mises stresses at 
different instants in time. 

 
 

The calculated stresses show that the pressure 
loads inside the cone generate stress waves in 
the cone material (high tensile steel S690, 
4.0mm thick).  For the maximal detonation 
scenario postulated, the maximum calculated 
stresses never exceed the yield limit of the steel 
and the safety factor is at least 2. 
If other technical features come directly from 
DaisyBell® experience (Berthet-Rambaud and 
others 2008), some are to be adapted to be 
consistent with a settled use: 

- External skin: thanks to a design and 
functional study and to fulfil with 
protection requirements, an egg shape 
has been retained for the definitive 
version. This will combine protection 
against winterly weather attacks and 
provide a neutral aspect to be discreetly 
integrated in a snowy site. A steel base 
is also foreseen to reinforce the 
structure against possible bad contacts 
during helicopter operations. 

- Energy: except for particularly dark sites 
where many additional batteries could 
be installed inside, O’Bellx® will be 
equipped with solar panels directly on its 
superior external skin.   

- Communication: as O’Bellx® is 
removable but not mobile, it needs a 
long distance communication link. This 
one will use GSM networks and will be 
consistent with existing Gazex control 
units. 

 
3. INSTALLATION AND PRINCIPLE OF 
OPERATION 
 
One of the new aspect of O’Bellx® is its foot 
mast. This one has to ensure several needs: 
supporting the technical modulus static weight 
and fall down after the jump induced by the 
explosion and give an optimal direction to 
optimize the triggering efficiency but allowing set 
and remove operations by helicopter.  
 

 
Figure 6: view of the mast head 
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For that, the mast head corresponds to the 
positive shape of the cone so that both 
automatically fit together. The fitting is guided 
with series of small wheels. The first prototype 
confirmed the operationability of this solution as 
far as the vertical angle remains limited (Figure 
7). 
 
 

 
Figure 7: Sequence of set up operation by 
helicopter 
  
For most sites, the mast will be vertical with a 
lightly inclined top (17°). Its height will be 
adaptable to the site reference snowpack 
thickness to ensure an explosion above the 
snow surface.   
As this solution also directly limits forces on the 
mast with non direct tension forces, only light 
foundations solutions are necessary, with less 
consequence on environment. The first 
prototype worked for one winter simply fixed on 
four 25mm diameter Gewi bars without concrete. 
For the safety of operators, O’Bellx® needs also 
to be removable without ground operations. For 
that, a specific hook is being developed based 
on a simple safety latch system as illustrated on 
the next figure:  the sling extremity shape is 
adapted to fit the fixation at the top of the egg. Its 
fitting closes the finger to lock the system.  
This solution simplifies also maintenance 
operations as it becomes very easy to displace 
the technical modulus: by this way and removing 
it at the end of the winter, O’Bellx®  is protected 
also from lights, potential rockfalls and does not 
constitute a visual pollution during summer. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8: specific hook for removability 
operations without ground operators  
 
 
4. EFFICIENCY 

 
O’Bellx® enters in the category of gas system 
with less constraint than solid explosive 
(depending on national regulations). However, 
efficiency must be sufficient to ensure a reliable 
triggering of unstable slopes. Different 
campaigns have been performed to test and 
confirm this, in particular with a first prototype 
during fall and winter 2009-10.  
Considering that indirect measurements would 
include two many parameters (in particular due 
to snow diversity and ground influence on 
reflected wave), the measurements focused on 
direct evaluation of the incident aerial shock 
wave produced by the system.  
The main element of the data acquisition chain is 
the free field blast pressure sensor 137A22 from 
PCB Piezotronics: this pressure probe is 
specifically designed for military applications and 
is mounted in an axial direction to the blast 
source with the sensing surface in a vertical 
plane (Walter 2004). Data acquisition is done 
using an autonomous National Instruments 
CompaqDaq system with rate until 50 kHz.  
In addition to the advantages of a position above 
the snowpack to impact the ground on a larger 
surface, O’Bellx® provides an efficient explosion 
as shown on figure 9. The shape and orientation 
of the cone direct the explosion quasi-vertically 
to the snow cover, creating an explosion that will 
hit this snowpack. The obtained shockwave has 
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a typical profile with first a main overpressure 
front with a hard several hundred milli-bars peak 
followed by a depression phasis: this has a 
double effect on the snow; first to break its 
resistance and then to lift it and ease its motion. 
 

 
Figure 9 : typical aerial overpressure measured 
at a 3m50 distance in the vertical axis.  
 
A priori, in terms of wave speed, O’Bellx® is 
situated between solid explosive and propane-
oxygen mixture used for Gazex®. For instance 
with an equivalent pressure peak, the 
propan/oxygen wave is about two times longer 
than the hydrogen/oxygen one. In comparison to 
explosives and as O’Bellx® should become a 
direct alternative to systems like the Wyssen 
Mast (Gubler and Wyssen 2002), the efficiency 
should be better on wetter snow.  
In the interaction between a shockwave and the 
snow mantel, different scales interact: from the 
flake and snow layers scale to the site and slope 
scale. Different effects should also occur: the 
direct shock wave penetration in the snow 
mantel with possible internal cracks and the 
global evolution of the surface pressure (over 
and depression) (Binger et al 2006). 
With the spherical growing of the shock wave in 
the air from the explosion source, one 
compromise must be found between the shock 
wave intensity and the impacted surface: a 
distributed average shock on a larger surface or 
a punctual maximum shock ? In the same way 

as for solid explosives in the air (Bonmardion 
1974), an optimal height must be considered. As 
O’Bellx® mast is adapted to the site but then 
constant, it is also important that the maximum 
overpressure value and so the direct ‘’pushing’’ 
power is increased when the surface is closer : it 
overpasses 1 bar at 1m50 and can even reach 2 
bars directly at the exit of the cone. This should 
help to remove in any case a too thick snowpack 
below the system. 
 

 
Figure 10 : shockwave front measured at a 
1m50 distance in the vertical axis.  
 
 
To illustrate this power, particular experiments 
have been performed on reduced-scale 
structures (Berthet-Rambaud and Limam 2010) 
using the system as a shockwave generator.  
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Figure 11: blast on a 0.2mm thick aluminium 
pipe (one picture every 2 ms - high speed 
camera: Fastec Imaging Ranger HR) 

Tests were performed with a 0.2mm thick 
aluminium shell as a 20cm high 16cm diameter 
pipe with closed extremity. This sample was 
placed vertically and subjected to the explosion 
(figure 11): it becomes directly crashed and 
confirm the power of the system.  
Note also that to improve the performance of the 
system, the introduction of a tightening (or sonic 
pass) at mid-height inside the cone is possible. 
Preliminary tests show a gain of 20 to 30% on 
the total amplitude of the wave.  
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
Based on DaisyBell last improvements but used 
as a static device to trigger artificially snow 
avalanches, this new system O’Bellx® adds 
many advantages to existing gas system in a 
more environment-friendly spirit: better 
integrated and moreover removable for 
maintenance operations of during summer, its 
light installation makes it also a good solution for 
isolated path or small ski resort which wants to 
install punctual protections. After a last 
development winter, O’Bellx® will be fully 
available worldwide in 2011.  
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